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The Last Remnants of the Israeli Left
If you seek the socialist vision of this countryʼs founders, itʼs no longer in the Knesset — itʼs on the wall.
By Matti Friedman
Matti Friedman is a contributing opinion writer.
April 27, 2020

MA’ALEH HA-HAMISHA, Israel — In a modest building at this kibbutz in the hills outside Jerusalem, brawny workers in strong colors
labor across three high walls, breaking rocks and plowing dark earth. Forgotten, then rediscovered, they’ve been here since 1953. They
stare back at you, conﬁdent and grave, like saints in a medieval church. They want to tell you something.
Not many are listening. This kibbutz, founded 82 years ago as a commune that grew peaches and cherries, was privatized in 2005. Where
the orchards once stood are new rows of homes built for the next generation: middle-class houses that evoke not socialism but the
suburbs. One of the last reminders of what this place was, and why it was founded, are the workers on the wall.
Art, as one ideologue put it in the heyday of the kibbutz movement, is “a mission, not a game.” This mural, and similar works that are now
being rescued from oblivion and neglect around Israel, were created to express the hopes of their creators, the socialists who built the
kibbutz and founded the state, and whose Labor Party dominated Israeli politics for decades.
But viewed through the politics of the spring of 2020, the murals seem like an illustration of the gap between that vision and where we are
now. Just as socialism enjoys a renaissance in American politics, led by Bernie Sanders — who in 1963 spent time on a kibbutz about an
hour from here — the ideology’s political power in Israel has expired.
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Historians argue about when the decline of the left began: Was it in 2000, with the wave of Palestinian suicide bombings that destroyed
the peace process and discredited the Labor leaders behind it? Or was it the mishandling of the Yom Kippur War of 1973? Did the slide
actually begin even earlier, with the ﬁrst cracks in kibbutz socialism, like the decision to let members own their own kettles instead of
drinking coffee together in the dining hall?
But as for the end point, there’s unlikely to be much debate: It’s this month, April 2020.
When the dust settled after Israel’s last national election in February, the Labor Party had a mere three members of Knesset out of 120.
But that’s rosy compared to what it just got in a poll on April 13: Zero. Just like that, the party of David Ben-Gurion and Yitzhak Rabin no
longer mattered. Because Israeli news coverage has been preoccupied with pandemic panic, almost no one noticed.
Many casual observers of Israel from abroad still associate the country with kibbutz pioneers. But you won’t ﬁnd that Israel in the Knesset
anymore. You’ll ﬁnd it instead on out-of-the way walls that became canvases in the glory days of Labor Zionism.
The fresco at Ma’aleh Ha-Hamisha is a socialist-realist sermon in the style of Diego Rivera and the great Mexican muralists who thrived
between the world wars — art for the masses, set in the brute world of nature, violence, and work. The people are huge and wonderful,
colorful and full of action. They’re going somewhere important and they want you to come.
Public wall art, whether it’s in a prehistoric cave or a cathedral, is always different than a painting hung in private. “What you put on the
wall is an expression of your society, of a goal. It’s religious. It’s the vision,” said art historian Nirit Shalev-Khalifa as we looked up at the
fresco. Ms. Shalev-Khalifa started the Wall Art in Israel survey, which helped rescue and restore this mural and others since starting work
seven years ago. With government funding, the team has documented about 700 pieces so far, and on April 27 is introducing an app that
will allow anyone to photograph and upload unknown works of art.
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Everyone can agree that’s good. But there’s something melancholy about it all, like a ferocious hieroglyphic inscription from the court of a
king that third-graders ﬁle by on their trip to the museum.
One lovely example from 1951, with graceful youth dancing and working in the sun, was discovered under a few layers of paint in an ultraOrthodox yeshiva in Haifa; the building turned out to have once been a socialist club. Others have surfaced in banks and factories. “In the
early years of the state, with this art, everyone wanted to say: I’m not just a capitalist, even if I’m running a bank,” Ms. Shalev-Khalifa
said. “I’m a Zionist who’s building the homeland.”
The main characters in the mural at Ma’aleh Ha-Hamisha are ﬁve workers killed in an Arab attack while clearing a road in 1937. (The
kibbutz, “Hill of the Five” in English, is named for them.) The artist’s theme isn’t revenge or glory, but the regeneration of the Jewish
nation by manual labor. On one wall, the ﬁve workers clear rocks. On another wall, in a kind of abstract blur of earth tones, their bodies
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sprawl on the ground, but the workers are also standing above their bodies, as if they’ve come back to life. They don’t seem angry, just
determined. One of them hands a sacred object to some children: a simple pick, representing labor.
The painter was an American from Los Angeles, Sheldon Schoneberg, who spent time in Mexico with disciples of Rivera at the Taller de
Gráﬁca Popular, the People’s Graphic Workshop. Inspired by the kibbutz idea, he arrived the same year the state was founded, 1948.
According to the story still current among members here, the American was sent ﬁrst to the dairy barn, where he didn’t win any prizes for
excellence in manual labor. When the kibbutz secretariat saw his sketchbook, they decided he’d better serve the socialist future if they
gave him a few walls and some paint.
Mr. Schoneberg left other murals around in Israel before returning to the U.S. in 1956. His last one, on the wall of a community center in
Haifa, showed a crowd of citizens moving uphill toward a white building representing progress. The artist made sure to include a man
who, by his white headdress, was identiﬁably Arab, because the Zionist left believed the new state would join Jews and Arabs in common
citizenship and free everyone from capitalist exploitation. (The mural was painted over years ago and survives only in photographs.)
By the time Mr. Schoenberg was at work here, the leaders of Israel and the Labor Party — they were the same people — had rejected the
Soviet Union and entered the American orbit, which offered Israelis different models not just for their economy but also for their art. The
last great mural in the old spirit was painted in 1972 by the artist Avraham Ofek, who covered a wall at Jerusalem’s central post ofﬁce with
the classic theme of the rebuilding of the land through labor.
This mural was commissioned by Shimon Peres, the Labor minister then in charge of the postal service. Like many other party leaders
and voters by that time, Mr. Peres might have spoken the language of the kibbutz, but he led a middle-class life in the city. By that time
voters from the actual Jewish working class, who tended to come from Islamic countries like Morocco, had been alienated by Labor and
were showing a clear preference for the right.
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The next year, 1973, came the earthquake of the Yom Kippur War, a surprise attack by Egypt and Syria which killed more than 2,500 Israeli
soldiers. That led to fury at the Labor elite over its failure to adequately prepare the army, and four years later came the party’s ﬁrst
election loss to Likud after three uninterrupted decades in power. After that war, the old collective style lost ground to individualism.
Israeli songs stopped using the socialist accordion and the word “we.” No one wanted any more murals.
The people who left the great wall art also bequeathed their political DNA in many important forms, like our public health system and
social safety net, for which Israelis have reason to be grateful in the spring of Covid-19. But with the notable exception of the tiny faction of
nominal Communists led by the Arab lawmaker Ayman Odeh, there’s no longer a party dedicated to workers’ solidarity or protecting the
weak from the wolves of the free market. A country willed into existence by radical leftists no longer has any political left at all.
By the time Tal Elmaliach, an historian of the Israeli labor movement, was a kibbutz teenager in the 1990s, the country’s energy was in the
cities, not in rural communes like Snir, where he grew up in northern Israel.
The death of Labor is real, he said: “The party has hit bottom.” But he isn’t sorry. “The Labor Party was a monument to something that
once existed, and now that it’s gone we can see the real landscape,” he said. He sees potential for a grass-roots left unencumbered by
rusted party bureaucracy or kibbutz nostalgia.
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For several years there have been signs of street-level success among Israeli Jews and Arabs in classic progressive efforts like union
organizing. In some cases young activists have rejuvenated parts of the old movement machinery, like the Berl Katznelson Center,
founded in 1944 and named for a Labor leader of the old school. The new energies await a charismatic politician to harness them,
Elmaliach said, someone like Mr. Sanders or Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the congresswoman from New York. “If the Israeli left invented
the ultimate start-up of the ﬁrst half of the 20th century, the kibbutz,” Mr. Elmaliach said, “we have to think of the start-up of the 21st. I’m
still not sure what it will be.”

Nurit Ganani still lives in the kibbutz, and it was she who pushed for the mural’s
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The building with the fresco at Ma’aleh Ha-Hamisha was where the kibbutzniks used to watch movies together on a reel-to-reel projector
— adults on Tuesdays, children on Wednesdays. Nurit Ganani was one of those children. She was born here in 1952, as Schoneberg began
work. As an adult, she watched the kibbutz nearly fall apart.
After the secretariat allowed families to have TV sets in their own homes in the late 1960s, she recalled, the structure fell out of use and the
mural was forgotten for years. An economic crisis forced the kibbutz, like many others, to privatize. Communal assets were sold off, the
young people left, and in the early aughts there weren’t enough kids to justify day care.
When Ms. Ganani was young, she remembered, if one member voted for a party other than Labor, everyone knew who it was. Her mother
and father paid their party dues until the end of their lives at ages 85 and 90. She doesn’t. “Today no one is going to shame anyone else in
the dining hall for voting wrong,” she said. “The place isn’t political anymore.”
But the kibbutz, like the country it helped found, is still very much alive, even if neither ended up following the path laid by the workers in
the fresco. Ms. Ganani still lives here, and it was she who pushed for the mural’s restoration. After the members dropped socialism, 100
families moved into the new neighborhood where the orchards used to be. Most were kibbutz kids who’d left, including her son and ﬁve
grandchildren. They were drawn not by ideology but by life in a place that’s beautiful and good for commuters, near the highway between
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. The population has more than doubled in 15 years. The ideas went away, but the kindergartens are full.
Matti Friedman (@MattiFriedman), a contributing opinion writer, is the author, most recently, of “Spies of No Country: Secret Lives at the Birth of Israel.”
The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the editor. Weʼd like to hear what you think about this or any of our articles. Here are some tips. And hereʼs our
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